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The Steps:
This ceremony can be conducted prior to entering the prayer lodge. The lodge heat, and the contrast of temperatures when the directionals change, assists in the CCLC purifying and initiation process. 
 
Water is heated and is ready in a thermal jug that will be used for the ceremony. As leader, see this water as coming from the geothermal center of mother earth.
 
Everyone is smudged with sage and stands alongside in a line. 
 
The ceremonial leader calls in Spirit, evoking all the Grandmothers and Grandfathers, Mother Earth, all the directions, the up above and the down below, the sacred circle of life, all helping spirits of the land, the oceans, all waters of the earth, all cosmic oceans and waters, and all beloved elementals and ancestors join and help guide this ceremony. I called upon Grandfather Rael, and all his angels to guide and open us in the  most perfect ways to ensure this ceremony is conveyed with the utmost integrity, clarity, love and respect. 
 
Each person is asked to bow their head or kneel if that is more comfortable.
 
A cup of the warmed spring water is poured on the top of their heads, specifically onto their fontanels, known also as the ‘soft spot”. Once they have received the water on their fontanel, they are given a cup of the hot water and asked to drink a few sips, which they then pass along to the person next to them. 
 
Once everyone has been anointed and sipped the water, they enter the lodge. They have already received explanations and understanding about all the aspects* of the ceremony. 
 
*Explanations:
All water is sacred. It is the intention that matters, along with the understanding that all waters are from Mother Earth’s womb, from her Geothermal Center. Seen in this way, the water used is empowered by this knowledge, and the participants’ openness to receiving, as well as the leader’s intention. 
 
Invite the participants to see that the water is liquid light, as Grandfather so often said. Invite them to open their deep inner sensing/awareness as they were being anointed and drinking, seeing the water as light infusing into them from the Mother, and feeling their connection to Her. Envision the water from the Geothermal waters of the Mother, pouring through their entire bodies, organ systems, chakra systems anchoring them each into the central waters. 
 
Invite them to experience this ceremony as an attunement to Mother Earth’s geothermal center and to the Mother’s Heart. Receiving this as an attunement or initiation facilitates an alignment of frequencies that vastly empowers, and will ignite each person in unique ways to serve, speak, teach, act and mentor others in expanded global efforts to lesson climate change.
 
Give understanding before entering the lodge, that the heat they experience is important, and helps facilitate the cleansing and initiating process of the ceremony. Invite them to embrace this heat, and the contrasting temperatures as the flap is opened with each directional change. 
 
Once they exit the lodge, suggest that they lay on the ground, embracing the cooling of mother earth, front and back, giving gratitude and welcoming insights and messages.
 
Here is the message I received at the completion of this 2nd Climate Change Lessoning Ceremony:
 
“Now they are in me and I am in them. They must know this as I will broadcast with them in whatever actions or thoughts they choose to make, or create, in order that All People will flourish, that All People will know they can make a difference. No act is too small. I can feel their hearts, and they can feel mine. They are like megaphones now, attuned to my Waters. Tell them I am with them, and they are with me!”
 


